We investigate two methods for proving lower bounds on the size of small depth circuits, namely the approaches based on multiparty communication games and algebraic characterizations extending the concepts of the tensor rank and rigidity of matrices. Our methods are combinatorial, but we think that the main contribution concerns the algebraic concepts used in this area (tensor ranks and rigidity). Our main results are following.
Many natural functions are not linear in all of the inputs, but only in some subset of them. For example, matrix multiplication is a bilinear function, which means that whenever one of the matrices is xed, it is a linear function of the entries of the other matrix. A natural extension of linear circuits which includes circuits for such functions are semilinear circuits. Suppose that a function F(p;x) is linear for every xed parameter p. We say that a circuit C (withx as an input) is a semilinear circuit for F(p;x) if for any xed parameter p we can assign linear functions to the gates of C so that we get a linear circuit for F(p;x). We want to prove a lower bound on the size of a semilinear circuit computing an explicit F(p;x).
So far, superlinear lower bounds have been proved only for in nite elds. Shoup and Smolensky proved a lower bound of (n log n= log log n) for linear circuits of polylogarithmic depth 30]; however, their proof works only for functions with very large values. For nite elds no explicit functions not computable by linear or semilinear circuits of size O(n) and depth O(log n) are known.
Some superlinear lower bounds have been proved for a much more restricted model of constant depth circuits with linear gates of unbounded fan-in (this is again nontrivial only for multi-output functions). Some of these bounds use results on the complexity of communication networks 13, 24, 26] . The bounds can be extended to bounded depth boolean circuits with arbitrary boolean functions as gates, which proves, for instance, that addition and multiplication cannot be computed by a constant depth circuit of size O(n).
We are interested in various algebraic and combinatorial concepts related to circuit complexity. First we review several such concepts that have been devised for proving circuit lower bounds.
The algebraic approach dates back to Strassen who introduced the concept of the rank of a tensor 31]. This rank characterizes up to a constant factor the number of multiplications needed to compute an explicit bilinear function, which is called multiplicative complexity. It is a major open problem in algebraic complexity to prove a superlinear lower bound on the rank of an explicit tensor. Valiant de ned the rigidity of a matrix 32]. Su ciently large lower bounds on the rigidity of the matrix de ning a linear function would imply superlinear lower bounds on the size of linear circuits of depth O(log n). However, so far the best bounds for explicit matrices are too small 14]. Later, Razborov considered a modi cation of the tensor rank, called contact rank 27]. This rank characterizes the complexity of certain restricted algebraic circuits (where only multiplications by a variable or a scalar are allowed). He proved a lower bound (n 3=2 ) on the contact rank of the tensor of multiplication of polynomials and on the contact rank of the tensor of matrix multiplication. He also used the contact rank to prove a lower bound on the rigidity of certain matrices. The combinatorial approach (which can be also characterized as information-theoretic) leads to the multiparty communication complexity introduced by Chandra, Furst and Lipton 16], which was used to prove lower bounds on circuit complexity in various situations 7, 15, 20] and to the concept of computation with common bits introduced by Valiant 32, 33] .
In this paper we generalize the concept of rigidity of a matrix to the rigidity of a tensor, where a tensor is essentially a set of matrices. This gives a tool for proving lower bounds on semilinear circuits in the same way as the original concept does for linear circuits. We also de ne another variant of tensor rank, which we call the rigidity rank because of its relation to the rigidity of tensors. Furthermore, we de ne certain re nements of the multiparty communication complexity and computation 3 with common bits and show that they are closely related to the rigidity rank. Thus some bounds can be transferred from communication complexity to the algebraic framework and vice versa.
We consider the complexity of computing all n cyclic shifts of input bits. We prove an o(n) upper bound on the corresponding three-party communication game, thus giving a negative answer to a communication complexity question of N. Nisan and A. Wigderson motivated by the problem of circuits of depth O(log n) and size O(n) 20] . A similar problem about computation with common bits was also posed by Valiant 33] . Since each shift is a linear function, computing all shifts can be presented as a problem about semilinear circuits, or equivalently as a problem about the rigidity of the diagonal tensor, which is the corresponding tensor. We get an upper bound of o(n 2 ) on the rigidity rank of this tensor. This disproves a conjecture of Razborov 27] that the contact rank of this tensor is (n 2 ), since the rigidity rank is at least as large as the contact rank.
This piece of information is quite important, since it shows that certain direct approaches to the problem of superlinear lower bounds for boolean circuits do not work. We have to use more re ned notions, like the rigidity of a tensor instead of its contact and rigidity ranks, or special kinds of protocols in the case of communication complexity.
We generalize this upper bound in two ways. First, we consider all permutations instead of just shifts. Using probabilistic methods, we prove that the upper bounds of o(n) on the communication complexity and o(n 2 ) on the rigidity rank of the corresponding tensor hold even for this much harder problem. Second, for the communication complexity we consider any constant number of players instead of just three, computing the composition of several shifts. In such a case we prove that the communication complexity decreases exponentially with the number of players. These results do not exclude the possibility of applying the communication complexity and related combinatorial tools to the problem of proving a superlinear lower bound for boolean circuits. However, they show that the usual intuition that for simple functions the natural protocols are essentially the best possible, can be wrong.
Furthermore, we prove a lower bound on the size of circuits computing all shifts with common bits. In the algebraic language, this gives a lower bound on the rigidity of the diagonal tensor. As a consequence, we improve the current best lower bound on boolean circuits of depth two with arbitrary gates computing multiplication of two integers (written in binary). We also give a slightly larger lower bound on the rigidity rank of the tensor of multiplication of polynomials than is known for contact rank. However, this bound is not strong enough to prove a lower bound for circuits of logarithmic depth.
Another restricted model of computation used for computing permutations of input bits are networks in which the inputs are routed through the network to the corresponding outputs along vertex disjoint paths 23, 21] . This can be viewed as a special case of semilinear circuits, if we allow only projections as the gates instead of general linear functions. We consider the gap between the complexity of conservative computation by such networks and nonconservative computation by general semilinear circuits. We prove that it is possible to compute all permutations by a semilinear circuit which can be divided into two parts, one with sublinear number of vertices and the other with o(n 3=2 ) edges. Using only routing along vertex disjoint paths, such networks cannot compute even all shifts. It is not surprising that circuits are more e cient, but as far as we know this is the rst proof of such a fact for computation of a set of permutations.
One of our technical tools is Theorem 4.4 about coloring random graphs, which extends a famous estimate of the chromatic number of the random graph due to Bollob as 10] and may be of independent interest. We also use other powerful probabilistic techniques as martingales and Janson's inequality.
Even though our tools are combinatorial and we obtain some lower bounds on the complexity of certain restricted computations, we think that the main contributions of this paper are the re nement of the algebraic concepts used in this area (tensor ranks and rigidity) and results obtained about them, together with the upper bounds on the multiparty communication complexity and on the size of depth two circuits.
This Here is an overview of the paper. In x2 we give the basic de nitions and facts.
Section 3 summarizes the relations between ranks of tensors, size of circuits and communication games. In x4 we prove the upper bounds on communication complexity of computing all permutations and iterated shift function, and the corresponding bound on tensor rigidity. The lower bounds on computation of shifts with common bits and the corresponding bounds on the rigidity and rigidity rank of the diagonal tensor are proved in x5. Section 6 proves the gap between conservative and nonconservative computation of shifts. The proof of the estimate on the chromatic number of a random graph is given in the x7.
2. Basic de nitions and facts. We index all vectors and tensors starting from 0, as this is convenient for the modular arithmetic. An exception are some tensors that are indexed by a general parameter, which is not necessarily a number, in one coordinate.
2.1. Boolean functions. For circuit bounds we consider multi-output functions, whose values are vectors of n bits. The shift function, Shift n : f0; : : : ; n?1g f0; 1g n ! f0; 1g n is de ned by Shift n (s;x) =ỹ where y i = x (i+s) mod n : This is a very important function, since it can be reduced to many naturally occurring functions, e.g., multiplication of binary numbers, convolution, etc. We believe that linear size circuits of logarithmic depth cannot compute the shift function, and hence also none of the functions to which it can be reduced.
If we use general permutations in place of shifts, we obtain the permutation function, Perm n ( ;x) =ỹ where y i = x (i) ;
and is a permutation of the set f0; : : : ; n ? 1g. Note that the input size for Perm n is of the order of n log n, while it is only n + dlog ne for Shift n .
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Any multi-output function can be transformed into a one-output function with one extra argument that indexes the output bits. For any function F(p;x) : Y X ! f0; 1g n we de ne its one-output variant bit F : f0; : : : ; n ? 1g Y X ! f0; 1g by bit F (i; p;x) = (F (p;x)) i :
We use small letters for one-output functions and capitalize the names of corresponding multi-output functions. It is easily seen that we can get a circuit for bit F by adding only O(n) new gates to the circuit for F so that the depth increases only by O(log n). As we will see later, the communication complexity of one-output functions is related to the circuit complexity of the corresponding multi-output function.
We de ne shift n = bit Shift n; i.e., shift n (i; j;x) = x (i+j) mod n ;
perm n = bit Perm n; i.e., perm n (i; ;x) = x (i) :
These two functions can be generalized to several shifts or permutations. We de ne shift n k (s 1 ; : : : ; s k+1 ;x) = x (s1+ +s k+1 ) mod n ; perm n k (i; 1 ; : : : ; k ;x) = x k::: 1(i) : Note that shift n (i; j;x) = shift n 1 (i; j;x) and perm n (i; ;x) = perm n 1 (i; ;x).
All function introduced above are linear inx. We call such functions semilinear.
More precisely, a function F(p;x) is semilinear inx, if for every xed parameter p 0 the function F(p 0 ;x) is a linear function ofx.
2.2. Circuits. The main motivation for our work is to study methods for proving superlinear lower bounds on the size of circuits with depth O(log n), where n is the number of inputs and all gates have fan-in two. No such bounds are known even for the functions with n outputs. In a boolean circuit, the gates are arbitrary binary functions. We also consider algebraic circuits, in which case the gates are arbitrary polynomials over the given eld.
Algebraic circuits over the eld GF 2 and boolean circuits are closely related, but there is a di erence. In an algebraic circuit we actually compute in GF 2 (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ), i.e., in GF 2 extended by indeterminates x 1 , : : : , x n , while in a boolean circuit we use only the elements of GF 2 . A boolean function f : f0;1g n ! f0; 1g can be identi ed with a multilinear polynomial p of GF 2 x 1 ; : : : ; x n ]. Then an algebraic circuit for p is a boolean circuit for f. The converse is, however, not true. A polynomial p 0 obtained from a boolean circuit C for f is equal to p only after factorizing by the ideal de ned by the equations x 2 1 = x 1 , : : : , x 2 n = x n .
We are interested mainly in linear and semilinear functions. For that purpose it is natural to consider circuits in which the gates are linear functions. In the case of boolean circuits this means that the only gates allowed are parity, projections, and their negations. For linear circuits the distinction between boolean and algebraic circuits disappears.
In a circuit for a semilinear function F(p;x) we consider p to be a parameter of each gate, therefore it is natural to use the following de nition. A semilinear circuit for a functionỹ = F(p;x) is a directed acyclic graph with sources labeled by the 6 P. PUDL AK, V. R ODL, AND J. SGALL variablesx and sinks labeled by the variablesỹ such that for every xed p, we can assign linear gates to the nodes so that the resulting circuit computes F(p;x). We measure the dependence of the circuit size on n = jxj.
Every one-output semilinear function has a semilinear circuit of size n and depth log n. However, for most multi-output linear functions F : f0;1g n ! f0; 1g n the size of a circuit computing F is (n 2 = log n), and the same is true for semilinear functions and semilinear circuits. It is an open problem to prove that some explicitly de ned boolean semilinear function has no semilinear circuit of size O(n) and depth O(log n).
An important example of semilinear circuits are algebraic circuits for bilinear functions, which include matrix multiplication, multiplication of polynomials and convolution. Let F(ỹ;x) = P a ij y i x j be a bilinear function, let C be an algebraic circuit for F(ỹ;x). If we substitute arbitrary constants forỹ, the circuit C computes a linear function. It is well-known and easy to prove that it is possible to convert a general algebraic circuit for a linear function into a linear circuit computing the same function in such a way that the underlying graph is unchanged. (Let us stress that this does not hold for boolean circuits, see 24] .) Thus C, or more precisely the underlying graph, is a semilinear circuit for F(ỹ;x).
An important tool for studying the circuits of size O(n) and depth O(log n) is a reduction discovered by Valiant 32] . We use the terminology he introduced in 33].
Let F be a multi-output boolean function with input variablesx = (x 0 ; : : : ; x n?1 ) and outputsỹ = (y 0 ; : : : ; y n?1 ). Let G be a bipartite graph with nodes x 0 ; : : : ; x n?1 and y 0 ; : : : ; y n?1 . We say that F can be computed by the graph G with r common bits, if there exist boolean functions h 1 ; : : : ; h r and g 0 ; : : : ; g n?1 such that y i = (F (x)) i = g i (h 1 (x); : : : ; h r (x);x (i) ); wherex (i) is the substring of input variables adjacent to y i in G. In other words, F can be computed by a circuit of depth 2 where there are some direct connections from inputs to outputs given by the graph G and some connections through an intermediate level of r gates of unbounded fan-in. By the degree of the graph G we mean the maximal degree of nodes y i 's in the graph G. By the common bits we mean the functions h 1 ; : : : ; h r . We are interested in bounding the degree of G and the number of common bits.
In the analogy with semilinear circuits, we are especially interested in the case where the common bits and the functions g i are semilinear; we then say that the computation by the graph uses only semilinear functions. In this restricted case we can also use the same notion for algebraic circuits over a general eld I F; the functions h 1 ; : : : ; h r and g 0 ; : : : ; g n?1 are then required to be semilinear functions with values in I F, instead of boolean functions. The reduction is based on the following graph-theoretic fact proved in 32, Theorem 5.3]. Theorem 2.1 (Valiant 32] ). For every " > 0, c, and d there exists K such that for any directed acyclic graph C with cn nodes and depth d log n there exists a set S of Kn= log log n edges such that every directed path of length " log n in C contains an edge from S.
The consequence that is important for us is this. Proof. Let K and S be as in Theorem 2.1. De ne the common bits to be the functions computed at the edges from S by the circuit C. From Theorem 2.1 it follows that each output can be expressed as a circuit of depth at most " log n with inputs from S and from the original inputs. Construct the graph G by connecting each output to these inputs. Because the gates have fan-in two, this circuit depends on at most n " original inputs, and hence the degree of G is at most n " . The semilinearity is preserved, since any function computed in a semilinear circuit is semilinear.
Let us state explicitly what this reduction means for the shift function Shift n . No superlinear lower bounds are known for computing explicitly given functions by semilinear circuits. In particular, it is an open problem, if it is possible to compute shifts by a graph G of degree n " , " < 1, with o(n) common bits using only semilinear functions. We show that it is possible to compute by a graph of degree o(n) with o(n) common bits not only all n shifts but in fact all n! permutations. Since the degree of our graph is (n log log n= log n) which is much larger than n " , this does not solve the above open problem. However, it shows that it is possible to compute all permutations by a signi cantly smaller graph than it was expected.
Valiant's reduction suggests that we consider boolean circuits with gates of unbounded fan-in and constant depth, where the gates are arbitrary boolean functions, or arbitrary linear functions. The size of such a circuit is de ned to be the number of edges. (This is a trivial notion for one-output functions.) For this case, some superlinear lower bounds for explicitly given boolean functions are known, see 13, 21, 22] . These bounds are based on some graph properties of circuits computing particular boolean functions. For instance a function can easily be de ned so that every circuit for the function is a superconcentrator. Similar graph-theoretic arguments can also be used for the circuits of unbounded fan-in and small depth computing the function Shift n 26]. For example, for depth 2 this gives the bound of (n log n). However, these bounds are very small, and we do not get anything at all for depth O(log n).
An even more restricted model for computing Shift n that has been considered requires that the bits are routed along vertex disjoint paths. A graph with n sources fx 0 ; : : : ; x n?1 g and n sinks fy 0 ; : : : ; y n?1 g is an n-shifter if for every s there exist n vertex disjoint paths x 0+s ! y 0 , x 1+s ! y 1 , : : : , x n?1+s ! y n?1 , where all indices are computed modulo n, see 23] . Obviously, any shifter is a semilinear circuit for Shift n , but this condition seems to be much stronger. The lower bounds known for the shifters are much larger than for general semilinear circuits, e.g., shifters of depth two have size (n 3=2 ), and general shifters have size (n log n) (actually, these bounds are tight). These bounds can be applied to monotone circuits, as any circuit with only monotone gates that computes the shift function is a shifter, see 22]. However, for the monotone basis there are well-known even exponential lower bounds for other explicit functions. The reader interested in further applications of these methods to circuit complexity should consult 21, 24] .
It is well-known that a general circuit for the shift function is not necessarily a shifter 22]. It is an open problem, if the shift function can be computed more e ciently using general circuits than using circuits that contain shifter graphs. We give a partial result in this direction below, by proving that certain circuits of depth 2 are more e cient than corresponding shifters, see Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. . We omit the general de nition of a protocol, because in this paper we consider only some restricted models explained below. In particular, we require that each player sends only one message, and that all players send their messages simultaneously. This means that the message can depend only on the input available to the player, not on the previous communication. A lower bound for such a restricted model should be easier to prove, while it would still imply the circuit lower bound. Now we de ne our models more precisely. In the simultaneous model for computing f( nication complexity is the total number of bits that has to be communicated for the inputs of given length. By SCC(f) and ASCC(f) we denote the simultaneous and almost simultaneous communication complexity of f, respectively. Let us observe that ASCC(f) di ers from SCC(f) by at most the sum of the sizes of inputsx 1 , : : : ,x k?1 , since Player k can just send all the inputs he has access to Player 0, which changes an almost simultaneous protocol into a simultaneous protocol. Therefore, if the size of the rst inputs is small, the di erence can be disregarded. This is true for example for shift n k where the size of the rst two inputs is only log n.
A semilinear protocol is an almost simultaneous protocol such that for every xed x 1 , : : : ,x k?1 the message send by each Player i consists of a vector of xed linear functions ofx k . A restricted protocol is an almost simultaneous protocol for three players such that for any xedx 1 the message sent by Player 2 consists of a xed substring ofx 3 . A restricted semilinear protocol satis es both conditions, i.e., Player 1 sends a vector determined by linear functions ofx 3 and Player 2 sends a substring ofx 3 . We study the communication complexity of the functions shift n k and perm n k .
Let us rst examine our intuition about restricted protocols for shift n (i; j;x). If Player 2 does not send anything, the only knowledge of Player 3 aboutx comes from Player 1. Therefore Player 1 has to send n bits aboutx, because without knowledge of j he cannot determine which of the bits is relevant. (More precisely, for any twõ x 6 =x 0 the message sent by Player 1 has to be di erent.) Player 2 has to select a subset of bits without the knowledge of i, therefore if he sends only a small number bits, in most cases he does not send the bit x i+j . It would appear that then his message can be hardly of any signi cant help in determining the output, and therefore Player 1 has to send a long message even in this case. A natural conjecture is that the total number of communicated bits for shift n must be (n). As we shall see, this would yield a proof that there is no circuit of size O(n) and depth O(log n) computing Shift n . However, we disprove this conjecture by showing that even for the more general function perm n there exists a restricted semilinear protocol with the total communication of only O(n log log n= log n) bits, see Corollary 4.8.
Clearly the multiparty communication complexity of these functions can only decrease with increasing k in any of the above models. It is a major open problem CIRCUITS, RANKS, AND COMPLEXITY 9 to study the growth rate of communication complexity when k increases. It seems beyond the present means to prove any good bounds for increasing k. For the function shift n k we have a partial result in that direction. We construct a restricted semilinear protocol with the total communication of only O(n(log log n= log n) k ) bits for any constant k.
The best known lower bound for shift n k is given in the following proposition. number between 0 and b k+1 n. Now consider any simultaneous protocol for shift n k and for a xed x write down the information communicated by each player on all inputs s 1 ; : : : ; s k+1 from our restricted range. The total amount of communication is at most O(nSCC(shift n k )) bits. Because the protocol is simultaneous, the information communicated by each player depends only on the inputs available to him. For every input of a given player there are b di erent values of the input that he does not see, and therefore the same output appears at b predetermined positions. Thus the information contained in all communication is only O(nSCC(shift n k )=b) bits. Given this information, it is possible to reconstruct the whole vectorx, because we can reconstruct any bit x i by choosing inputs such that s 1 + + s k = i, and following the protocol. Thus for any two di erent vectorsx this information must be di erent, and hence it has at least n bits for somex. This gives us SCC(shift n k ) (b) (n 1 k+1 ). The best known lower bound on multiparty communication complexity is (n=c k ) for the generalized inner product 7] . This means that we have no lower bounds at all for k = (log n). If we could extend the lower bounds on the almost simultaneous communication complexity to k = polylog(n), it would yield a lower bound on ACC circuits, which is a major open problem, see 34, 15, 8] .
One function often considered in this context is pointer jumping in a directed acyclic graph with one source and k additional levels with n vertices on each level (the out-degree of each vertex is 1, except for the last level). The inputs are divided between the players so that every player sees everything except for one level. Intuitively the most di cult instances should be those in which all vertices in the graph are reachable, which means that on each level, the mapping given by the pointers is one-to-one. This restriction of pointer jumping is essentially a variation of our function perm n k . We de ne jump n k (i; 1 ; : : : ; k ) = k : : : 1 (i):
We can use our bound for the function perm n k , Corollary 4.8, to improve the obvious upper bound of O(n log n) on the communication complexity of perm n k by a factor of log n= log log n. Proposition 2.4. For all k 2, ASCC(jump n k ) O(n log log n).
Proof. We can compute the dlog ne bits of jump n k (i; 1 ; : : : ; k ) by computing the value of perm n k?1 (i; 1 ; : : : ; k?1 ; Perm n ( k ;x)) for log n vectorsx as follows. De ne vectorsx (j) , 1 j blog nc, so thatx (j) i , 0 i < n, is the jth digit in the binary representation of i. By the de nitions of Perm n , perm n k?1 , and jump n k , the jth bit of jump n k (i; 1 ; : : : ; k ) is perm n k?1 (i; 1 ; : : : ; k?1 ; Perm n ( k ;x (j) )). We can run the dlog ne protocols for perm n k?1 in parallel, as they are completely independent; note that all players have the necessary information, since the input is divided in the same way for jump n k as for all the instances of perm n k?1 . The total communication is dlog neASCC(perm n k?1 ) = O(n log log n), by Corollary 4.8.
Our results do not exclude the function jump n k as a candidate for lower bounds. But we think that they give some insight into the di culties that are encountered in the attempted proofs.
2.4. Tensors. By a tensor over a eld I F we simply mean a three-dimensional matrix or, equivalently, a nite sequence of matrices of the same size with entries from I F. We use the following notation to denote the slices of tensors in di erent directions.
For a tensor T the symbol T i; ; denotes the matrix consisting of all entries of T with the rst coordinate i; the matrix is indexed in the same way as the remaining two coordinates of the tensor. Similarly, T i;j; denotes the vector of all entries with the rst coordinates i and j, i.e., the j-th row of the matrix T i; ; . We de ne T ;j; , T ;j;k , etc. similarly.
Tensors can be naturally associated with semilinear functions. Given a tensor T, for each parameter p the matrix T ;p; determines a linear function. Thus the function de ned by F(p;x) = T ;p; x is a semilinear function naturally corresponding to the tensor T. Conversely, let F(p;x) be a function linear inx. Then there exists a tensor T F and a vectorc F , such that for all p, F(p;x) = T F ;p; x +c F p :
The constantsc F p have almost no in uence on the complexity of computing F. The main information is contained in the tensor T F , which we call a tensor corresponding to F.
We study the tensors corresponding to the functions introduced in x2. The tensor corresponding to Perm n is de ned by P n = T Perm n , i.e., P n i; ;k = 1 if k = (i); = 0 otherwise.
It turns out that the size of a circuit computing a semilinear function is related to some variants of the algebraic concept of rank.
Let I F be some xed eld. For a positive integer k, let e k 0 , : : : , e k k?1 denote the standard basis of the vector space I F k , i.e., e k i (j) = 0 for i 6 = j, and e k i (i) = 1. For u 2 I F l , v 2 I F m , w 2 I F n , the tensor product of u; v; w denoted by u v w is the since matrices of rank 1 are the matrices of the form u v, where u, v are nonzero vectors.
The usual tensor rank, rank(T), was introduced by Strassen 31] and is determined by rank(T) = 1 i T = u v w; for some nonzero vectors u; v; w:
The contact rank, rank 2;2 (T), was introduced by Razborov 27] and is determined by rank 2;2 (T) = 1 i T = e l i v w or T = u e m j q; for some nonzero vectors u, v, w, q and some i, j.
In other words rank 2;2 (T) = 1 if all nonzero entries of T are either in the slice T i; ; or in the slice T ;j; , for some i or j, and the matrix rank of that slice is 1.
We introduce the rigidity rank and denote it by rank 2;1 (T); it is determined by rank 2;1 (T) = 1 i T = u e m j w or T = e l i v e n k ; for some nonzero vectors u, v, w and some i, j, k.
Thus rank 2;1 (T) = 1 if (i) either all nonzero entries of T are in the slice T ;j; for some j, and the matrix rank of T ;j; is 1,
(ii) or all nonzero entries of T are in the column T i; ;k for some i and k and at least one entry is not zero.
From these de nitions it is easy to see that for every tensor T, rank(T) rank 2;2 (T) rank 2;1 (T):
To give yet another equivalent de nition of rank 2;1 , we de ne di (T; U) to be the set of di erent columns for T and U, i.e., di (T; U) = f(i; k); 9j T i;j;k 6 = U i;j;k g:
Using the fact that the rank of a matrix M is the minimal number of matrices of rank 1 that add to M, it is easy to see that rank 2;1 (T) = min U 0 @ X j rank(U ;j; ) + jdi (T; U)j 1 A : (1) where the minimum is taken over all tensors U of the appropriate dimensions. Now we extend the concept of rigidity from matrices to tensors. The rigidity of a matrix M is the function R M (r) equal to the minimal number of changes needed to reduce the rank of M to r or less 32]. If we want to work with a set of matrices, we can represent them as slices T ;j; of a tensor T. The rigidity of a tensor T is the function R T (r) which for each r gives the minimal number of columns in which we have to change the tensor in order to reduce the rank of each slice to r or less. More precisely, R T (r) = minfjdi (T; U)j; U is a tensor such that 8j rank(U ;j; ) rg: (2) Note Razborov proved that rank 2;2 (D n ) = (n 3=2 ), which shows that the gap between rank and rank 2;2 can be big 27]. He conjectured that rank 2;2 (D n ) = (n 2 ).
We disprove this conjecture by proving an upper bound on rank 2;1 (D n ). In fact,
we prove a stronger result, an upper bound on rigidity of P n , the tensor of computing all permutations, R P n(r) = n 2? (r=n) :
This implies an upper bound on the rigidity rank of the same tensor, rank 2;1 (P n ) = O n 2 log log n log n : The diagonal tensor D n is a subtensor of P n , hence the same upper bounds hold for D n . The rigidity rank is always greater than or equal to the contact rank, so we get the upper bound rank 2;2 (D n ) = O n 2 log log n log n :
Rigidity and rigidity rank are closely related. From the equations (1) and (2) it follows easily that rank 2;1 (T ) R T (r) + nr: (3) Using this fact it is theoretically possible to get a lower bound on the rigidity of a tensor from a lower bound on the rigidity rank of it. However, the lower bounds needed for this approach to work are far beyond what we are able to prove nowadays.
In this paper we prove a lower bound on rigidity of D n directly. We get R D n(r) = n 2 r log n r :
The same bound was proved even for a single matrix of J. Friedman 14] . However because we prove our bound for a special set of matrices, it enables us to prove the following lower bound on rigidity rank rank 2;1 (D n ) = n 3=2 (log n) 1=2 :
This bound in turn implies some improvement of the lower bounds on the size of certain circuits of depth two.
3. Mutual relations. The concepts of computing a function by a graph with common bits, rigidity of the corresponding tensor, and communication complexity of the corresponding one-output function are closely related and can be all potentially useful for proving lower bounds on the size of circuits. We survey these relations in this section. Some parts of this material has been known and has appeared either explicitly or implicitly in the literature, see 19, 20, 32, 33] . We quantify the connections as
We rst demonstrate the connections on an example. We show a restricted semilinear protocol for the function shift n (i; j;x) in which Player 2 sends only 1 bit and Player 1 sends bn=2c bits. This protocol also demonstrates some of the ideas used in our more complicated upper bounds. According to the intuition discussed before Proposition 2.3, Player 2 almost never sends the bit that is to be computed. Before reading on, the reader can try to imagine how this single bit could possibly be used so that it saves half of the communication of the other player.
All indices in the protocol are computed modulo n. The protocol works as follows:
Player 1 sends the bits x 0 x j , x 1 x j?1 , : : : , i.e., parities of all pairs x k x j?k ; Player 2 sends the bit x n?i ; Player 3 computes x i+j as the parity of x n?i (from Player 2) and x n?i x i+j (from Player 1). The corresponding bound on computation by a graph with common bits is for the function Shift n (j;x). We construct a graph of degree 1 with bn=2c common bits that computes Shift n (j;x). Every y i is adjacent to x n?i , which corresponds to the bit sent by Player 2. For every j, the common bits are the same as the bits sent by Player 1 in the protocol. The output level computes x i+j in the same way as Player 3 in the protocol.
The corresponding bound on the rigidity says that R D n(bn=2c) n for the diagonal tensor D n . To prove that, we ip all the entries D i;j;n?i . It is easy to verify that the rank of each matrix D ;j; is at most bn=2c, because the matrix is essentially a matrix with ones only along the main diagonal and along the diagonal running from the lower left corner to the upper right corner (and zero in the intersection of the diagonals). Now we state these relationships formally. Proof. Suppose that we have a graph that computes the function F. The protocol for f is as follows. Player 1 sends the value of the common bits for the given input (p;x). If the rst input is i, Player 2 sends the value of all inputs x k that are adjacent to the output y i in the graph. Player 3 can compute the output because he knows all of the inputs of the output gate. Clearly this protocol is a restricted protocol with the required number of bits sent by each player.
Given a protocol, we construct a graph that computes F as follows. The output y i is adjacent to all inputs x k such that Player 2 sends the value of input x k if the rst input is i. This graph computes F if the common bits compute the values communicated by Player 1 on the given input. Clearly, the degree of the graph and the number of the common bits are as required.
For both directions, the semilinearity is preserved, as the functions computed in the protocol and used in the computation by the graph are identical.
Computing F by a graph with a bounded number of edges and a bounded number of common bits using only semilinear functions is equivalent to a bound on rigidity of the tensor T. where a i;k and c i are some scalar constants from the given eld. It follows that it su ces to set the common bits so thatũ (i) x can be computed from them for all i, as the rest of the expression can be computed based on the inputs adjacent to the given output in G.
From the condition on the rank, it follows that there exist r vectorsṽ (1) , : : : ,ṽ (r) such that anyũ (i) is their linear combination. We set the common bits toṽ (1) x, : : : , v (r) x, hence anyũ (i) x can be computed as their linear combination.
For the other direction, we assume that F can be computed by a graph G. We want to nd a tensor U which proves that the rigidity of T F is small. For a xed p we know that (F (p;x)) i = g i (h 1 (x); : : : ; h r (x);x (i) ); wherex (i) is the substring of input variables adjacent to y i in G, and both g i and the common bits h 1 ; : : : ; h r are linear functions. So the function g i can be written as a linear combination of the common bits, the extra inputs and a constant. Similarly to the other direction we set U i;p; to be a vector which corresponds to the linear combination of the common bits used for the given output. The rank of the tensor is bounded by the number of common bits, and it di ers from T F only in columns corresponding to the edges of G.
The relation between the rigidity of tensors and the communication complexity of the corresponding semilinear function now follows easily. We just have to examine the proof of Proposition 3.1, and verify that if we replace the maximal degree of the graph by the number of edges, the bound on the number of bits communicated by Player 2 is replaced by the average number of bits. F(p;x) can be computed by a circuit of size O(n) and depth O(log n), then for any " > 0 there exists a constant K such that (i) F can be computed by a graph G of degree at most n " and with Kn= log log n common bits;
(ii) there exists a restricted protocol for bit F (i; p;x) such that Player 1 sends O(n= log log n) bits and Player 2 sends n " bits.
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Theorem 3.5. If a semilinear function F(p;x) can be computed by a semilinear circuit of size O(n) and depth O(log n), then for any " > 0 there exists a constant K such that (i) F can be computed by a graph G of degree at most n " and with Kn= log log n common bits using only semilinear functions;
(ii) there exists a restricted semilinear protocol for bit F (i; p;x) in which Player 1 sends O(n= log log n) bits and Player 2 sends n " bits; (iii) the rigidity of the corresponding tensor T F satis es R T F (Kn= log log n) n 1+"
Originally several researchers believed that a superlinear lower bound for circuits of depth O(log n) can be proved by showing that (i) Shift n cannot be computed by a graph of degree o(n) with o(n) common bits, or
(ii) SCC(shift n ) = (n), or (iii) rank 2;1 (D n ) = (n 2 ) (which would give bounds for semilinear circuits). We prove that all these statements are false by exhibiting an almost simultaneous protocol for shift n in which both players send O(n log log n= log n) bits. This does not mean that these approaches cannot be used at all|to demonstrate that we would need a protocol in which Player 2 sends only n " which is less than our bound. However, it shows that it is not su cient to consider the total communication|to prove a lower bound that way, it would be necessary to prove that more than !(n= log log n) bits are needed, and our bound shows that this is not the case. Hence it is necessary to consider more precise information, namely to estimate the number of bits sent by each of the two players instead of the total amount of communication, to use rigidity instead of the rigidity rank, or to estimate the degree of the graph in a di erent way than the number of common bits. 4 . Upper bounds. In x4.1 we present the constructive proof of the upper bound on the communication complexity of the shift function shift n . Then we generalize it in two di erent ways. In x4.2 we extend the upper bound to the permutation function perm n using probabilistic method. These bounds also apply to the rigidity of the corresponding functions. In x4.3 we extend the upper bound to the function shift n k .
4.1. The shift function. The constructive proof of the upper bound for the function shift n is based on a suggestion of Avi Wigderson to use arithmetic progressions. The idea of the protocol is to divide the inputx into groups. Player 1 sends the parity of each group and Player 2 sends some substring ofx such that all but one elements of the group of x i+j are sent, similarly as in the simple protocol at the beginning of x3. For the function shift n we can do it constructively, based on the next lemma. It says that there exists a sparse subset B of 0; n ? 1] For l = log n=(4 log log n), the size of B is O(n= log n) = O(n log log n= log n), and each player communicates O(n log log n= log n) bits. Corollary 4.3. rank 2;1 (D n ) = O(n 2 log log n= log n). Proof. By Proposition 3.3 we get R D n(n log log n= log n) = O(n 2 log log n= log n); the result follows using the relation of the rigidity and the rigidity rank (3).
The permutation function.
We prove an upper bound on the rigidity of the tensor Perm n using the following bound on the chromatic number of a random graph G(n;q), which is an undirected random graph on n vertices with each edge chosen independently at random with probability q. as long as 7=8 < q < 1 ? 1=n 1 2 ?" and n n 0 . This is essentially the theorem which was proved by B. Bollob as for every constant q 9]. However for our application we are interested in cases when q approaches 1 as n increases which have not been considered in the literature. Therefore we give the proof of Theorem 4.4 in x7. Let S(n; p) be the sum of independent Bernoulli random variables with mean p.
Lemma 4.5. Let n; r; d; 0 < p < 1 be numbers such that n! Pr (G(n; 1 ? p 2 )) > r + n Pr S(n; p) > d] < 1:
Then perm n can be computed by a restricted semilinear protocol where Player 1 sends r bits and Player 2 sends d bits.
Proof. Let fx 0 ; : : : ; x n?1 g and fy 0 ; : : : ; y n?1 g be disjoint sets of distinct vertices. Take a random bipartite graph H with each edge (x k ; y i ) chosen independently with probability p. Let be a permutation on f0; : : : ; n ? 1g. Let G be an undirected graph on f0; : : : ; n ? 1g such that for i 6 = j, (i; j) is and edge of G if both edges (x i ; y ?1 (j) ) and (x j ; y ?1 (i) ) are in H. Then G is a random graph with the same distribution as G(n; p 2 ), and its complement G is a random graph from G(n; 1?p 2 ).
By the assumption (4) there exists a graph H such that the degree of H is at most d and for each , (G ) r. This means that for each the graph G can be covered by at most r cliques.
Using such a graph H, we construct a protocol for perm n (i; ;x) (in fact, this protocol demonstrates Perm( ;x) can be computed by H with r common bits). For a xed , let C 1 ; : : : ; C r be the cliques covering G . Theorem 4.6. For every " > 0 and 1=n 1 4 ?" < p < 1=5 there exists n 0 such that for every n n 0 , perm n can be computed by a restricted semilinear protocol where Player 1 sends (1 + ") ?n log p log n bits and Player 2 sends (1 + ")pn bits. Proof. Let " and p satisfying the condition above be given, let n be su ciently large. In order to apply Lemma 4.5, we only need to estimate the probabilities for the chromatic number and independent Bernoulli variables. The rst one is proved by Theorem 4.4, n! Pr (G(n; 1 ? p 2 )) > (1 + ") ?nlog p log n < exp(n log n ? n 1+ ) = o(1):
The second one is a direct consequence of Cherno -Hoe ding bounds, n Pr S(n; p) > (1 + ")pn] n 2 exp(? (pn)) = o(1):
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Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.6 and Proposition 3.3 by a computation.
Corollary 4.8.
(i) There exists a restricted semilinear protocol for perm n which uses at most O(n log log n= log n) bits of communication. Thus for every k, ASCC(perm n k ) = O(n log log n= log n).
(ii) rank 2;1 (R n ) = O(n 2 log log n= log n). Proof. (i) Apply Theorem 4.6 with p = log log n= log n. For larger k the communication complexity can only be smaller.
(ii) This follows from (i) using Proposition 3.3.
4.3. The iterated shift function. In this section we generalize the upper bound from x4.1 to the iterated shift function. This generalization is possible, because the protocol for the function shift is given explicitly. We are not able to generalize the nonconstructive protocol of the previous section, thus we are not able to prove a bound on ASCC(perm n k ) which decreases with increasing k.
Theorem 4.9. There exists a semilinear protocol for the k-times iterated shift function shift n k (s 1 ; : : : ; s k+1 ;x) such that if k is an arbitrary constant, each player sends at most O(n(log log n= log n) k ) bits, and if k c log n, for some constant c, each player sends at most O(n 6=7 ) bits.
Proof. Remember that in the construction for k = 1, Player 1 divides the input x into several groups and communicates the parity of all of them. However, only one of these bits is really used by the last player. In our generalized construction, we compute this one bit recursively, using the rst k players. It turns out that if we are careful, this is very similar to computing the function shift n k?1 .
The length l of the arithmetic sequences we use will be chosen later to balance the number of bits communicated by individual players. Let We now show that the only possible values of this di erence are ?m, 0, or m. Let a; a 0 ; a 00 < m, b; b 0 ; b 00 < l, and c; c 0 ; c 00 be such that s = cml+bm+a, r = cml+bm+a, and r+s = cml+bm+a. Then f(s) = cm+a, f(r) = c 0 m+a 0 , and f(r+s) = c 00 m+a 00 .
The claim is proved by observing that the value of a 00 is either a + a 0 or a + a 0 ? m and the value of c 00 is either c + c 0 or c + c 0 + 1. This works even for r + s n 0 , since we have chosen n 0 divisible by ml. 1 If each player communicates information according to the protocol for all three possible values of t, he certainly communicates the information for the correct t. Player k + 2 knows all s 1 , : : : , s k+1 , hence he can determine which t is correct and recover the result. Here we use the fact that the protocol is almost simultaneous, hence a player can follow a protocol even if other players do not, as he is not dependent on them.
It is obvious that the iterated protocol is semilinear. It remains to compute the amount of communication. Let F(n; k) denote the maximal number of bits sent by an individual player in our protocol for shift n k . As a base case, we know by Theorem 4.2 that F(n; 1) = O(n log log n= log n). From the previous analysis we know that Players 1 to k send at most 3F (n 00 ; k ?1) bits. As long as Player k +1 does not send more bits, we have F(n; k) 3F (n 00 ; k ? 1).
If k is constant, we choose l = log n=((k + 2) log log n) for each level of recursion. Since n 00 2n=l, the recurrence gives F(n; k) = O(n(log log n= log n) k ). By Lemma 4.1, the size of B is O(n(log n) ?k ), hence the number of bits communicated by the last player is small, and our use of the recurrence is correct.
If k is not constant, we choose l = 4. In this case the bound on the modulus is o(n) and hence n 00 = (1 + o(1))n=l = n(3=4 + o (1)). By induction we get F(n; k) n(3=4 + o(1)) k . By Lemma 4.1, the size of B is O(n 6=7 ). Therefore we can iterate only as long as cn 6=7 n(3=4 + o(1)) k , i.e., up to some k = (log n). At that point F(n; k) = O(n 6=7 ).
5. Lower bounds. In this section we prove a trade-o between the size of graphs and common bits which are needed to compute the shift function. This implies lower bounds on the rigidity function and the rigidity rank of the tensor D n . As corollaries we obtain best known lower bounds for depth 2 circuits computing the shift function and multiplication. The same technique also shows that the protocols based on disjoint parities used in our upper bound cannot be extended so that Player 2 sends less than n 1=3 bits. Let H n be de ned as H n = f(x i ; y j ); 0 j < i < ng. We rst show that this graph cannot compute identity very well.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that the graph H n computes the identity function with r common bits, either in the boolean case or using only linear functions over an arbitrary eld. Then r n.
Proof. In the linear case, the computed function is represented by a matrix which is a sum of a matrix of rank r (the part with the common bits) and an upper triangular matrix with zeros on the diagonal (the edges). Such a matrix can be a diagonal matrix only if r n.
In the boolean case we proceed by induction. The basis n = 1 is trivial. For the step from n to n+1, let z 1 , : : : , z r be the common bits for H n+1 . Since y n is isolated in H n+1 , y n = x n = g(z 1 ; : : : ; z r ) for some function g. Let 
; g(z) = ag can be represented as a subset of f0; 1g r?1 , and thus we can compute Id n with these r ?1 common bits with the graph H n . By the inductive assumption r ?1 n, hence r n + 1.
Theorem 5.2. For every > 0 there exists > 0 such that for every n and r n , if Shift n (s;x) can be computed by a graph G with r common bits for any n=2 values of s 2 f0; : : : ; n ? 1g, either in the boolean case or using only semilinear functions over an arbitrary eld, then the size of G satis es jGj n 2 r log n r :
Proof. Suppose that a graph G fx 0 ; : : : ; x n?1 g fy 0 ; : : : ; y n?1 g computes n=2 shifts with r common bits. Let d = 4jGj=n, and let A = fi;degree(x i ) dg and B = fi; degree(y i ) dg be the sets of vertices with small degrees in G. Clearly jAj; jBj 3 4 n, as d is four times the average degree of G. Now consider a particular shift s computed by G. Let A 0 = A \ (B + s), where B + s = f(i + s) mod n; i 2 Bg. Clearly jA 0 j n=2. Let G s be a graph with vertices A 0 such that (a; b) is an edge if (x a+s ; y b ) 2 G and a b. Let S be the set of all shifts s such that G s has at most n=4 loops (edges of type (a; a)). If jSj < n=4, there are at least n 2 =16 loops in all graphs G s , and (5) is satis ed, since each edge of G corresponds to at most one loop. Hence we assume that jSj n=4 and restrict ourselves to shifts s 2 S.
Suppose that for some s 2 S the graph G s has less than n=24 triangles. Then there is a set A 00 A 0 , jA 00 j n=8 which induces a triangle-free graph with no loops. (5) is satis ed if r n 2=3 log n. Now suppose n < r < n 2=3 log n. We reduce this case to the previous part of the proof. Take an " such that n 2 3 " log n " < r < n 5 6 " :
e n i v e n k is at least n 2 r log n r = n 3=2 (log n) 1=2 :
Corollary 5.4.
(i) For any eld I F, any depth two semilinear circuit for Shift n has size at least ? n(log n) 3=2 .
(ii) Any depth two circuit with arbitrary boolean functions as gates which computes Shift n has size at least ? n(log n) 3=2 .
Proof. In both cases let a circuit for Shift n be given. Fix > 0. Let d 1 d 2 : : : be the degrees of the vertices on the middle level. For an arbitrary r n we construct a graph with r common bits that computes Shift n as follows. We take the common bits to be the functions computed at r vertices with maximal degree. The graph is constructed by connecting an input to an output if they are connected by a path going through one of remaining vertices. This graph has at most ? n(log n) 3=2 .
(ii) Every depth two boolean circuit for multiplying two n bit numbers has size ? n(log n) 3=2 .
Proof. Reduce the function Shift n to these functions. These are the best lower bounds for these functions for depth 2. Also the bound ? n(log n) 3=2 is the asymptotically largest lower bound for any explicitly given boolean function. Previously such a bound for general depth 2 circuits was known only for functions which contain a superconcentrator 2]. For linear circuits such a bound can also be proved using the bound on rigidity of the parity check matrix of a good code, see 14, 24] . The technique of counting triangles from Theorem 5.2 can be used to prove a stronger result for a more restricted model of computation by graphs. Theorem 5.6 . Suppose that Shift n (s;x) can be computed by a graph G with n=3 common bits using only semilinear functions, with an additional condition that for every s, the common bits compute parities of pairwise disjoint subsets of bits ofx. Then the degree of G is at least (n 1=3 ).
Proof. Suppose that the degree of G is d = o(n 1=3 ). Similarly as in Theorem 5.2, we consider the graph G s for each shift. By counting the edges, for most values of s the graph G s has at most o(n 1=3 ) loops. This means that for such a value of s the only way how to compute the value of other outputs is to use one of the common bits and the other input bits used by that common bit. As each input is used only by a single common bit, the corresponding vertices in G s have to induce a complete graph (more precisely, a tournament). Because there are only n=3 common bits which have to use all of n?o(n 1=3 ) input bits not in loops, these complete graphs contain (n) triangles for each s, a total of (n 2 ) triangles. By the same argument as in Theorem 5.2, the total number of triangles is at most nd 3 = o(n 2 ), a contradiction.
Similarly as in Theorem 5.2, we can extend this result to all graphs computing some constant fraction of shifts and prove that the number of edges has to be at least n 4=3 , which is slightly stronger.
If we could prove a similar result without the additional restriction on the computation, it would follow that there are no linear circuits of logarithmic depth for the function Shift n . Or, conversely, this result says that the protocols from x4, which are all based on disjoint parities, are not powerful enough to break the bound of Theorem 3.5.
6. Conservative and nonconservative computation. Now we show that a conservative model of computations of shifts, which is based on sending information along vertex disjoint paths, is less e cient than a boolean circuit (with parity gates), or a linear circuit over any eld. We show this for circuits of depth 2 when the complexity is measured as the number of edges, with a modi cation that we do not count edges incident to small set of vertices (of size o(n)). In fact, we show a stronger result, namely that in this way we can compute even all permutations more e ciently than one can compute only shifts using shifters. Ideally, we would like to prove the result when counting all edges, however we are not able to do so at present time.
Theorem 6.1. There exists a semilinear circuit of depth two for Perm n and a set X of vertices on the middle level such that jXj = o(n) and there are only o(n 3=2 )
edges disjoint with X.
Before we prove Theorem 6.1, we prove the complementary lower bound for shifters, which is quite simple. Theorem 6.2. If G is an n-shifter of depth two, then G has (n 3=2 ) edges, even if we remove any o(n) vertices and the edges incident with them.
Proof. Suppose G is an n-shifter of depth two. Let A be an arbitrary set of vertices of size o(n). Suppose that there are only o(n 3=2 ) edges of G which are not incident with A. Let Bounds on the size of bounded depth shifters have been proved in 23], including a lower bound (n 3=2 ) for depth two. Let us also mention a related unpublished result of W. Maass which gives a bound (n 3=2 ) on the size of the circuits of depth two that compute Shift n with the restriction that there is a constant size set of boolean functions assigned to each vertex and for every shift we can only use as a gate assigned to this vertex either one of these functions or an arbitrary projection.
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is again probabilistic. A constructive proof for Shift n seems to be also possible. The basic idea is the same as in the upper bounds of x4.
Instead of sending the bits directly, we partition the inputs into o(n) blocks, send the parities of the blocks through the extra o(n) vertices, and then compute the individual bits from the parities of the blocks using direct connections realized by vertex disjoint paths. The di cult part is to realize these direct connections with only o(n 3=2 ) edges.
We prove that a random graph with suitable parameters satis es this condition. We show that for each permutation it is possible to choose one block of inputs with the necessary vertex disjoint paths with a very large probability. This enables us to choose the blocks one by one until only o(n) inputs remain. The values of these remaining inputs are also sent using the extra o(n) vertices.
We need to make some preliminary considerations before we start the proof. For the rest of this section, a graph means a graph of a circuit of depth two, formally a quadruple (V 1 ; V 2 ; V 3 ; E) such that V 1 , V 2 and V 3 are disjoint sets of vertices and the edges are E (V 1 V 2 ) (V 2 V 3 ). An embedding of (V 1 ; V 2 ; V 3 ; E) into (V 0 1 ; V 0 2 ; V 0 3 ; E 0 ) is a one-to-one mapping g that maps vertices to vertices in the corresponding set and edges to edges. For technical reasons we assume that the sets V 1 and V 0 1 are ordered and any embedding has to preserve this ordering as well, i.e., if V 1 = fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g, V 0 1 = fx 0 1 ; : : : ; x 0 n 0 g, and g(x 1 ) = x 0 i 1 ; : : : ; g(x n ) = x 0 i n , then i 1 < i 2 < : : : < i n .
Let G k = (U 1 ; U 2 ; U 3 ; E) be the graph with k inputs and k outputs which realizes by vertex disjoint paths all connection between all pairs of inputs and outputs, except for the corresponding pairs, i.e., U 1 = fu 1 ; : : : ; u k g; U 2 = fw i;j ; 1 i; j k; i 6 = jg; U 3 = fv 1 ; : : : ; v k g E = f(u i ; w i;j ); (w i;j ; v j ); for w i;j 2 U 2 g:
The proof of the theorem is based on the following lemma, which we prove later. Proof of Theorem 6.1. For given n, pick the largest k such that the condition of Lemma 6.3 holds. Because k was an arbitrary constant, we have k = !(1). Take the graph G from Lemma 6.3. Add a set X of 2n=k = o(n) extra vertices connected to all inputs V 1 = fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g and all outputs V 3 = fy 1 ; : : : ; y n g. By Lemma 6.3 the graph has at most n 3=2 =k = o(n 3=2 ) edges. Hence it only remains to prove that this circuit computes Perm n ( ;x).
Fix a permutation . By repeated applications of Lemma 6.3 we can choose disjoint embeddings of G k into the graph G such that at most n=k inputs of G are left uncovered, and whenever an embedding maps an output to y i , the corresponding input is mapped to x (i) .
For each of the chosen embeddings of G k take one of the extra vertices in X and connect inputs of G k with outputs of G k through it. Thus for an input x j of G k and an output y i of G k we have just one path x ! y through X if j = (i), and one path through X and one path in G k if j 6 = (i). Connect the inputs and the outputs not covered by the embeddings of G k paths through the remaining vertices in X. This is possible, since we need at most n=k vertices in X for G k 's and at most n=k vertices in X for inputs and outputs not covered by G k 's. Proof of Lemma 6.3. We prove that for su ciently large n, the graph R p;n satis es the conditions of Lemma 6.3 with high probability. The expected number of edges of R p;n is 2n 2 k 2 p = 2k 2 n 3 2 ? 4k?5
hence the condition on the number of edges is satis ed with high probability.
The number of possible quadruples W 1 ; W 2 ; W 3 ; f is bounded by e O(n log n) . For a xed quadruple W 1 ; W 2 ; W 3 ; f the probability that an appropriate embedding of G k exists is the same as the probability that there exists an embedding g of G k into R p;m satisfying g(u i ) = x j i g(v i ) = y j ; (6) First we compute as the number of all possible occurrences times the probability of one xed occurrence (remember that k is a constant).
We We estimate the exponent separately for the following three cases.
(i) Let r = 1. Then s 2 = 0, since in G k there is no path from u i to v i for any i.
Since H is has at least one edge, s 1 7. The chromatic number of a random graph. In this section we prove the estimate on the chromatic number of a random graph for a large probability of an edge, Theorem 4.4. In our presentation of the proof we follow the lines of 3, Chapter 7] . The proof is based on the following lemma, where clique(G) denotes the size of a maximal clique in a graph G.
Lemma 7.1. For every " > 0 there exists > 0 and n 0 such that Pr clique(G(n; p)) > (2 ? ") log n ?log p > 1 ? exp(?n 1+ )
as long as 1=n 1 2 ?" < p < 1=8 and n n 0 . First, we deduce Theorem 4.4 from Lemma 7.1. Set m = n=(log n) 2 , " 0 = "=2 and p = 1 ? q. Let A be the event that every induced subgraph H of G(n; q) with m vertices has an independent set of size (H) > (2 ? ") log m ? log(1?q) . Note that Before we give a proof of Lemma 7.1 we prove another lemma. Let p = p(n) be given, 1=n 1 2 ?" < p < 1=8, " > 0 constant. Let k = k(n) be the largest integer such that n k p ( k 2 ) n 3 ; (7) note that (1 ? ") log n ? log p k 2 log n ? log p + 1 for every su ciently large n. Let Y = Y (G(n; p)) be the maximal size of a family of edge disjoint k-cliques in G(n; p). complexity, multiparty complexity and the algebraic characteristics of rigidity and rigidity rank. The particular versions of these concepts that we have considered are related to the problem of proving superlinear lower bound on circuit complexity and on the size of bounded depth circuits with arbitrary boolean gates. We have proved some upper bounds. Though it is only a small improvement, it disproves some earlier conjectures. The conclusion is that the problems are apparently harder than it was expected.
We have also improved some lower bounds. This is an example of how nontrivial results in combinatorics may help in the complexity theory. Still the gaps between upper and lower bounds remain very large.
There many open problems in this area, several of them are implicit in the above text. Here we state only two which we consider to be the most challenging. Problem 2. Improve the easy lower bound ( p n) for the simultaneous communication complexity of shift n .
We believe that SCC(shift n ) is large, however even our slightly larger lower bound ( p n log n) from Corollary 5.3 works only under the restriction that Player 2 sends always a substring of the input stringx.
